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Abstract:

Dealt with the message subject community Morocco under the Roman occupation (27 B.C. - 235 A.D.) To highlight the role of community Morocco in that period, and how the indigenous owners civilization influenced and affected populations arrivals and the position of the Roman occupation of the community of Morocco in all classes and categories This message has been divided to pave and four chapters Pave : Entitled: Morocco before the era of Empire Romania” deals with the conditions of Morocco during the Roman occupation chapter I entitled: The elements and categories of the population of Morocco community The chapter addresses the elements and categories of the population in The Roman occupation in the era of The empire. Chapter II entitled: classes of Morocco society and dealt with the classes that have occurred in the community of Morocco .Chapter III entitled: The activity of Urban and its impact on the Community of Morocco" which show the effect of the Roman settlement and the resulting increase in population and their deployment Chapter IV, entitled: "social aspects" This chapter presents to those manifestations of the family and its role in society , customs and traditions, celebrations , fashion and collections of entertainment.

Conclusion: The study concludes with the most imp or tan findings of the research.
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